Issue 179, 22 April 2013

China meltdown or beat-up?
I'm in Hong Kong today and can tell you first hand that if retail spending is anything to go by, then we
shouldn't be too worried by slightly slower than expected economic growth reported by China last
week. Everywhere I go I see Louis Vuitton, Chanel and Yves Saint Laurent shopping bags.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today we take a look at Newcrest Mining in light of the gold price
tanking last week. Perhaps it's the perfect time to buy?
Barrie Dunstan gives us a sneak peak into what he does with his SMSF in pension phase and Paul
Rickard puts the latest offering from Centuria Property Funds under the microscope.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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China meltdown or Chanos’ claptrap
by Peter Switzer
Me old mate Craig James of CommSec says the
answer to all questions is pretty well “China!”. Our
high dollar, our budget deficit, lower commodity
prices, even the current lower share prices are all
linked back to China.
I’d add to that the fact the USA is always important to
markets and, right now, Japan and its plan to grow its
money supply and the ongoing European challenges
are all crucial to stock market direction. However,
China is pivotal and when it recorded a disappointing
economic growth number – 7.7% for the March
quarter – which was down only 0.2% from the quarter
before and only 0.3% off economists’ guesses,
global markets sold off material stocks as commodity
prices dropped.
This could end up being another market overreaction
or it could be the start of a China Syndrome, with
market meltdown implications. Legendary hedge fund
player, Jimmy Chanos, who has been predicting bad
tidings for China for years, is again, with his legend of
followers, adding fuel to the fire and that explains
some of the nervousness around right now.
Too much too soon
Of course, the current concerns are overdone but
they could be on the money if more bad news
emerges but a 0.3% miss, in the world of economic
forecasting, is meaningless. Sure I’d have liked to
see the growth number go up, but at least it might
prove that the Chinese don’t put out dodgy figures,
unless they were a lot worse and they covered it up!
But let’s not go there.

Also making others concerned last week was the
price of gold tanking – where are the Chinese and
Indians, for that matter, who love the stuff? Is the
middle class in China turning tail and running from
spending? Well, it could be so, but I’m currently in
Hong Kong and in the malls and the markets they’re
spending like there is no tomorrow and it’s Chanel,
Louis Vuitton and Yves Saint Laurent bags they’re
carrying!
There are concerns about the Chinese government’s
spending and its borrowing. Social investment was up
23% over the year, while there are claims that steel
production is in an over-supplied state and that’s why
producer prices fell significantly.
The steel industry produced 2.2 million tons of steel
per day in February – a historic high – and it’s
expected it will drive up annual production to 800
million tons. Against this, it’s reported that steel
companies are making losses.
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The bears
Roger Montgomery says China has a foreign
reserves problem but there is no factual information
on that, though I am looking. Roger has cited Chanos
on my TV show before and I concede he has got it
right a few times, but I don’t know with China. I think
it’s a special case.
Chanos is obsessed with China’s problems – ghost
towns, dodgy figures, an unsustainable economic
model, etc etc.
On November 23, 2011, Bloomberg reported Chanos
chiding Aussies for believing in the China story. But if
you’d listened to him, you’d have stayed in term
deposits and missed last year’s bounce in stocks.
You would’ve missed the 18% capital gains, plus
dividends, which would mean about 30% plus you
would’ve missed out on!

Ample to Buy World’s Gold Reserves Twice!”. It
went further to point out: “China’s foreign reserves
surpassed the value of all official bullion holdings in
January 2004 and rose to $3.3 trillion at the end of
2012, data compiled by Bloomberg show.”
Furthermore, China’s reserve assets were 30.2% of
the world total at the end of last year, compared with
14% at the start of 2004, Bloomberg revealed.
I think Jimmy is a smart guy but he is talking his own
book and while China, like all economies, will have
some challenges, I’m running with the bulls on this
economy, which is the biggest contributor to world
growth. Go China. No Chanos.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

By the way, the S&P/ASX Accumulation Index is only
10% or so under its pre-GFC level, which shows how
important dividends are.
Chanos argues the Chinese banking system is “built
on quicksand, and that’s the one thing a lot of people
don’t realise. When they talk about the foreign
reserves of $3 trillion, what everybody forgets is there
are liabilities against that.”
That was November 2011 and he was predicting
economic Armageddon for China and its property
prices. They have survived, but can it last? That is the
crucial question for us.
Misery loves company
In February 2012, Chanos was complaining about
dodgy Chinese figures on inflation and he was
suggesting a recession was a possibility.
He has always said that China has bought US and
European bonds to keep their customers – the USA
and Europe – alive. But is China running out of
reserves?
And this is why I am backing China over Chanos. On
March 4, Bloomberg led with “China’s Reserves
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Newcrest – a bargain at these prices?
by Penny Pryor
The gold spot price is edging back up above $1,400
today after a horror time last week, as many dumped
the commodity. The price falls obviously had a major
impact on many gold stocks, as brokers moved to
downgrade the main player in this space – Newcrest
Mining (NCM).
Last week Commonwealth Bank cut its rating from
Overweight to Neutral and Citi downgraded it to Sell
from Neutral. The consensus target price of the eight
brokers on FN Arena is $23.85.
The week prior to the fall, Deutsche Bank and JP
Morgan had both upgraded the stock to Buy.Opinion
on gold, and therefore companies that make a
business from digging it out of the ground, as an
investment has been divided for centuries. But at
these prices – Newcrest trading at just over $16, and
at least a 40% discount to FN Arena’s consensus
target price – surely the company must be a buy? I
asked some of our Switzer Experts for their views.
Even gold haters, like Paul Rickard, don’t necessarily
dislike Newcrest at these prices.

“Finally, Roger Montgomery a few months ago, said
his intrinsic value for Newcrest was $15 and people
laughed at him, well, the share price is in this
neighbourhood right now.”

“I hate gold and have been a bear for the last few
years. I just don’t like assets that don’t pay an
income stream – or can’t be consumed. Markets
always take things too far – in the mid teens,
Newcrest is priced to have a good hard look at,” he
says.

“I said that I thought it was one of the most expensive
gold stocks in the world. I followed up with an
estimated valuation of about $15.00. With the share
price trading at double that price and Newcrest being
the most widely held gold stock in the superannuation
funds of Australian investors, laughter was the only
warranted response,” he says.

Fundamental support
Peter Switzer believes the fundamentals will support
ongoing demand.
“To me, Newcrest looks like a pretty sound play for
the long-term investor, given my view on gold. First,
there has been a big sell-off. Next, the Indians and
Chinese will never lose their love for it,” he says.

Roger Montgomery also wants to remind us, in
particular the laughers, of his forecast last year.

“But here we are today and the price of Newcrest is
at about Montgomery’s estimated intrinsic value.
Proof positive that profits come from patience. The
question now of course is, what next?”
The outlook
Yes, what next? Of course the future of the company
is dependent on the price of the commodity, but was
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last week’s dive a blip, or an ongoing trend?
Montgomery says it’s important for investors to
remember that gold is “a pessimistic trade on
inflation and a bet for low interest rates”.
Therefore if interest rates rise, as they are predicted
to eventually do as the global economy recovers, the
outlook may not be good for gold. Gold has always
been a defensive play, something investors cling to in
stormy times.
“If you think that Newcrest is good value, you are
adopting a view that the price of gold will not fall
further,” Montgomery reminds us.
“But keep in mind, at the recent highs, neither the
announcement by the Fed of infinite bond buying, nor
the developments in Cyprus, nor the doubling of
money supply in Japan under ‘Abenomics’, caused
the price of gold to rally. This suggested that anyone
who wanted to buy gold had already done so and in
sufficient quantity.”
Trading at $16.65, Newcrest has a forecast yield of
just 2% for FY13 and 2.7% for FY14 but it would never
be a yield play. However at these prices, here at
Switzer we think it is worth adding to a portfolio.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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My fund – what to do in pension mode
by Barrie Dunstan
Anyone running a self-managed super fund in
pension-paying mode quickly realises they have
taken on a challenging investment task. There are no
new contributions coming in to bolster any investment
losses. Ideally the fund should earn enough to pay
the required pension while running a portfolio, which
has to focus on preserving the fund’s capital.
An event like the global financial crisis (GFC) and its
effect on markets was guaranteed to turn trustees
cautious, perhaps to the point where they have been
slow to return to the stock market. But now, with
interest rates low and bank term deposits no longer
solving both questions of income and security of
capital, investors are being forced back to
dividend-paying shares in search of higher income.
The risk of equities is heightened because SMSFs
just into pension mode have probably reached their
peak, with maximum life savings at risk. This
concentrates the mind and means the risk of buying
shares takes on a different complexion in a pension
fund.
Risky business?
There are at least two risks for SMSFs in investing in
shares: timing the overall stock market and selecting
individual stocks. Most portfolio changes should
address these two issues.
SMSF trustees obviously have re-embraced the
share market this year; the real question is whether
they were early or have only recently followed the
herd. Ideally, everyone wants to avoid buying just
before a dip, blinded by any late-stage optimism, just
as they don’t want to be holding cash while shares
rise. While most people currently might feel more
confident about the stock market, it still is really a
five-year-plus proposition, susceptible to dips as new
doubts re-emerge regularly.

Stock selection questions are heightened because
many portfolios are concentrated in about a dozen
blue chips and there can be questions about even
apparently safe, high-yielding stocks like the banks
and Telstra. Does Telstra, everyone’s favourite, have
its NBN future income locked in if the government
changes? Might the banks be at risk of a housing
meltdown? There may be only minimal concerns
about either question – but they at least deserve
consideration.
Income options
Some other stocks suitable for a pension fund include
infrastructure providers, like toll road operator
Transurban, Sydney Airport and pipeline groups like
APA and Envestra. They have a natural monopoly
and secure income flow, sometimes with some
inflation link.
Other income options for a pension fund are REITS
(real estate income trusts), which have regained
poise after a disastrous market decline in the GFC.
Diversified REITs offer yields averaging more than
6% and now have reduced their gearing levels – but
can still carry the risk in their share price.
Hybrid issues can offer tempting yields (though these
are tied to cash rates). But these securities still lag in
after tax returns compared with say, bank shares –
and still have equity risk and a more complex
structure. Hybrids may slightly enhance yields, but my
fund works on keeping its exposure to less than 20%
of assets.
What I do
To enable annual pensions to be paid without
needing to realise investments, my fund keeps two
years of pensions in cash; say 10% of assets
(assuming a minimum pension). It was almost 60% in
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fixed interest and cash until mid-2012 and
subsequently has cautiously bought some leaders
(CSL, Telstra, CBA and the S&P 500 index ETF) and
some new fixed interest offerings, moving to a 50/50
split of equities and fixed interest.
It would take the promise of a really sustained strong
stock market to increase its equity exposure any
further.
Disclosure: The author’s own SMSF holds
major bank shares, Telstra, Transurban, Envestra
and APA.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Product road test – Centuria’s ‘10 Spring Street
Fund’
by Paul Rickard
While unlisted property funds copped a hammering in
the wake of the GFC, they now seem to be making a
bit of a comeback. These funds tend to be for a single
property, come with a plan to improve the property,
and importantly, have a defined exit strategy.
The market is being pitched at higher net worth
SMSFs and investors, who can afford to lock away
the money for the six to eight years it will take before
the fund is liquidated. As the funds are geared, tax
advantaged yields of around 8% to 9% per annum
are forecast, which, in this yield-hungry world, makes
them seen pretty attractive.
Active managers in this area include Cromwell
Property Group, GDI Property Group and Centuria
Property Funds. In this road test, we take a look at a
fund that is just about to come to market – Centuria’s
fund for 10 Spring Street, Sydney.
10 Spring Street
10 Spring Street is an A-grade commercial office
building in the heart of Sydney’s financial district.
Built in 1977, the building of 14,000 square metres
has 13,000 square metres of office space over 14
levels, and around 1,000 square metres of ground
floor retail space fronting both Spring and O’Connell
Streets. It also has 47 car spaces.
The fund
The Centuria 10 Spring Street Fund is acquiring the
property for $91.6 million. This represents a yield of
6.84% on the property’s passing income (it is
currently 81% leased), and 8.64% if it was fully
leased.
With acquisition costs of $9.1 million (including stamp
duty of $5.0 million), total costs are $100.7m. This will
be funded as follows:

Cash invested by subscribers (unit holders): $59.5m
Borrowings: $41.2m
On the acquisition price of $91.6m, the fund will
initially be geared at 45%.
Income returns
Forecast income returns to unit holders are:
2013/14: 8.00% pa
2014/15: 8.10% pa
These returns will be tax advantaged to the extent of
an expected 100% tax deferral in year one and 73%
in year two. For an SMSF in accumulation, this
means that this proportion of the income will not be
assessable for tax (although the cost base will be
adjusted by any tax deferred component).
Investment rationale
The investment rationale for the acquisition is based
on the following drivers:
the yield gap between prime Sydney CBD
office buildings and the 10-year bond yield
(the so-called risk free rate) has widened –
and is now showing signs of improvement –
making Sydney CBD offices still relatively
cheap;
this building is cheap relative to its peers;
opportunity to add value via leasing and
positive rental reversion;
opportunity to add value through
refurbishment of the foyer and repositioning of
the retail space; and
future redevelopment potential.
Exit strategy
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The manager expects the fund to be wound up within
5.5 years in 2018/19 (by selling the property). They
say that this will be the optimal time to sell the
property – allowing time for yield compression
(closing of the yield gap) and its positioning against
its peers – as well as time for the benefits of an
improved leasing profile and the refurbishment and
retail repositioning to be evident in the actual rents
achieved.
Unit holders will need to approve any sale. Under the
deed, they can vote (by simple majority) to extend the
term by a further two years. After that, a further
extension will require all unit holders to approve.
Fees
There are two main fees to the manager – an initial
acquisition fee of 2.0% of the property’s cost ($1.8
million) to cover the costs of identifying the property
and developing the fund, and on ongoing
management fee of 0.80% per annum and expense
recoveries of 0.28% per annum. These fees are
based on the gross assets of the fund – on the net
asset value of the fund, it translates to around 1.86%
per annum.
The fund manager may also earn a performance fee
of 20% of the portion of outperformance of the fund
over an internal rate of return (IRR) of 10% per
annum. The IRR is a calculation that looks at all the
cash flows (purchase price, distributions, sale price),
and effectively gives the annualised compound return
on the initial investment. Under ASIC guidelines, the
fund’s product disclosure statement (PDS) can’t
disclose the forecast internal rate of return – the
performance fee threshold above provides some
clues.
About the manager
Centuria Property Funds is part of Centuria Capital
Limited, which is listed on the ASX under code CNI.
Centuria has approximately $1.08 billion under
management, in 29 unlisted funds covering 50
buildings. They claim an average occupancy rate
across their office buildings of 97%.

and then liquidated), with an average return to
investors of 17.1% per annum.
On the plus side
Despite Barangaroo coming on in the next few years,
of all the commercial office markets, Sydney CBD
probably looks the best. The building’s current
occupancy rate of 81% compares with a Sydney CBD
rate of 92.8% – suggesting there is considerable
room to improve the building’s return. The
manager’s plan to reposition the retail space looks
sound (and sorely needed, judging by our quick walk
through last week).
While we don’t normally like internally geared funds,
with the manager forecasting that they can lock in
term funds at a cost of 5.2%, we understand that this
is the best way to drive the yield for investors. The
forecast return of 8.0% per annum (potentially tax
advantaged) is attractive.
On the minus side
Unfortunately, the minimum investment of $100,000
puts this outside the reach of many funds. And, while
the performance fee is a “plus”, we would like to see
the manager have even more skin in the game and
trade-off lower management fees for a higher
performance share.
Bottom line
If your fund is at least $1.0m in size and you have
limited or no exposure to commercial property, and
have the patience to wait five to eight years to get
your funds back, this offer is worth considering. Of
course, please read the PDS carefully.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

In terms of track record, Centuria says they have
completed 17 funds of over $300 million (established
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Weekly broker report – Boral and Incitec Pivot
upgraded
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
As production reports now comprise the bulk of the
news flow in Australia, materials and resources
companies wore most of the recommendation
changes in the week past. FNArena recorded 15
downgrades and only eight upgrades, which pretty
much reflects the price action witnessed in what was
a tough week for equity investors.

currency headwinds that could impact short-term
performance. Sentiment for the stock is positive.

In the good books
Credit Suisse upgraded APA Group (APA) to Hold
from Sell now that the Moomba Adelaide Pipeline
System sale process has closed and APA is in
possession of an extra $423 million. The price was a
bit below the broker’s expectation, but good enough.
A mark to market and a few other changes to the
valuation model caused a lift in the target price, which
gave CS enough room to upgrade the
recommendation. The FNArena Database shows a
neutral sentiment for the stock.
Boral (BLD) was upped to Hold from Sell thanks to
CIMB, the broker having cited recent share price
weakness. The broker believes Australia’s residential
construction cycle has likely found a floor and with the
US recovery well underway, CIMB favours the
company’s exposure profile and significant leverage
to mid-cycle underlying activity. Sentiment for Boral is
positive on four Buys, two Sells and two Holds.
Citi also upgraded Incitec Pivot (IPL) to Hold from
Sell. The broker noted the company is planning to
build an ammonium nitrate plant in the US. Citi said
the economics stack up, at least for now, given
historically low gas prices and rising ammonia
demand. The problem is the company has not locked
in long term gas supply or sales prices, which adds to
earnings volatility and risk. Yet with the share price
running some 15% below the market since January,
the recommendation was lifted, although Citi noted
there are still a number of earnings risks, like

It was a good week for Woodside (WPL), with
Macquarie upgrading its call to Hold from Sell, while
Citi moved to Buy from Hold. Macquarie was thinking
about the chances of capital management after
Woodside deferred the James Price Point LNG facility
plans and confirmed that expansion at Pluto is taking
a back seat. The broker believes an off-market
buy-back is the most efficient means of returning
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cash, as this would drive the greatest valuation and
earnings accretion. Citi cited recent share price
weakness and the numerous growth options not
priced into the stock, long-dated though they are.
Sentiment is positive.
On the way down
James Hardie (JHX) was cut to Hold from Buy, with
Deutsche Bank doing the work on news the New
Zealand Ministry of Education has commenced
litigation against the company. James Hardie and a
few other parties were named in relation to defects in
300 schools. Based on numbers published by NZ
Education, the total repair cost is estimated at NZ$1.5
billion. If James Hardie’s fibre cement siding product
is found defective, the liability could be up to
$2.80/share in the broker’s view. Still, the case will
likely take years to be resolved. Despite the intangible
nature, the broker thinks management will now not
pay the US35c final dividend mentioned at the third
quarter result. Sentiment is negative.
The next two are both gold miners and were
downgraded to Hold from Buy by Citi. Kingsgate
Consolidated (KCN) and Newcrest Mining (NCM)
both found their recommendations cut after the broker
lowered its gold price forecasts. Kingsgate moves
deeper into negative sentiment territory, while
sentiment for Newcrest remains strong. Both
Deutsche Bank and JP Morgan upgraded to Buy last
week, the latter saying Newcrest is well placed to
weather short-term fluctuations in gold prices, given
more than 60% of production comes off long life and
relatively low-cost assets.
There are three more miners to come from Citi, with
Regis Resources (RRL) and Whitehaven Coal (WCH)
going to Hold from Buy, while PanAust (PNA) is cut to
Sell from Hold. All three are victims of the commodity
price downgrades pushed through by the broker.
Sentiment for Regis, Whitehaven and PanAust
remains positive.
Credit Suisse downgraded Tabcorp Holdings (TAH)
to Hold from Buy on recent share price
outperformance. Stockland (SGP) went to Sell from
Hold on BA-Merrill Lynch’s books given the fact the
share price has run past the broker’s target, while
the prospect of a new CEO also increases
uncertainty. Our last downgrade was on Wesfarmers
(WES), CIMB acknowledging the March quarter

update was pretty good, but saying it sees a number
of stocks with better leverage to an upswing in retail
conditions. Sentiment for these stocks is neutral,
negative and negative respectively.
Note: FNArena monitors eight leading stockbrokers
on a daily basis and the tables are based on data
analysis from the week past concerning these equity
market experts. They are: BA-Merrill Lynch, Citi,
Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP Morgan,
Macquarie, CIMB (formerly RBS) and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Auction clearance rates – over 75% in Sydney
by Penny Pryor
The numbers were a little weaker on the weekend,
particularly in NSW where school holidays started for
many children, but the underlying strength is still
visible and the data is still stronger than it was this
time last year.

The most affordable property sold at auction on the
weekend was a two-bedroom unit sold in Eagleby – a
suburb of Logan, 25 minutes drive south east of
Brisbane. It went for just $127,500.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Adelaide had a bumper weak with a clearance rate of
over 80% but that is coming from a very small sample
size. Sydney had just 18 properties withdrawn from
market, compared to 37 last week, which indicates
renewed confidence in auctions as well, of course, as
the property market.

Perhaps because everyone was in the holiday spirit,
and momentarily distracted by The Wanderers hopes
on Sunday, Melbourne beat Sydney this week in the
race for the most expensive property sold at auction.
In Melbourne, a three-bedroom house in Albert Park
sold for $3.97 million where as the most expensive
property sold in Sydney was not in a luxury suburb
but the inner west area of Burwood, where a
five-bedroom house was auctioned for $2.35 million.
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Chart of the week
CommSec released its State of the States report today and the below chart shows which states are ahead on
economic growth. Western Australia is streaks ahead of most of the states, and along with the Northern
Territory, is likely to stay there for at least the rest of the year, according to CommSec.
In our Friday report, we take a look at what this exceptional economic growth in WA means for their residential
property market.

The week ahead
Australia
April 23 Survey of Motor Vehicle Use
April 24 Consumer Price Index (March qtr)
April 24 Speech by RBA deputy governor, Philip Lowe
International
April 22 US Existing home sales (March)
April 23 US FHFA home prices (February)
April 23 US New home sales (March)
April 23 US Richmond Fed survey (April)
April 23 'Flash' manufacturing surveys - China, the US and Eurozone
April 24 US Durable goods orders (March)
April 26 US Economic growth (March quarter)
April 26 Japan 'flash' manufacturing (April)
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